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lessly as our beautiful art work got swept up into giant
trash bags.  The festival may not have lasted long, but
it was a wonderful experience, my best day in Costa
Rica.  I had truly come to know what Costa Ricans
mean by “Pura Vida.”
__________________________________
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Saturday Diary: Far from Nepal,

Pittsburgh Felt Like Home
Deepak Adhikari

Agence France Presse
Kathmandu, Nepal

When I arrived in Pittsburgh in the end of March, I got
a new address: 10 Allegheny Center, Apt. 115. Here, on
the North Side of this bustling city, I sought to create a
home away from home.

A framed picture of Pittsburgh at night adorned
the most expansive white wall, but I wanted to make
my Allegheny Center apartment Nepali, too. I hung
posters from Nepal--of Kumari, a living goddess; of
Swayambhu, a Buddhist temple in Kathmandu; of
Nyatapola, a temple in the ancient city of Bhaktapur. I
uploaded Nepali songs to my laptop and hummed them
as I cooked Nepali food.

A neophyte chef, I've experimented these past
few months, often mixing the wrong ingredients and
condiments. Now that I've nearly mastered my native
cuisine, it's time to leave!

**
Almost five months after setting foot in the United
States for the first time, I have realized how significant
these things are. The things that I took for granted in
Nepal.

I must admit, though, I have fallen in love with
Pittsburgh, which has a similar topography to my
hometown of Phidim. Phidim, an idyllic hamlet in east-
ern Nepal, has two rivers. I spent many childhood days
on the banks of those rivers.

Here in Pittsburgh, I walked over the
Allegheny River every morning on my way Downtown
to work at the Post-Gazette. The soaring yellow bridges

are a far cry from the rusty and rickety suspension
bridges in Phidim, but a river is a river.

Phidim Bazar  of Nepal
I am thankful to the strangers who showed me the

way when I got lost. One gave me a ride when I was
nearly stranded at the Greyhound station on my return
from a trip to Harrisburg.

It is both challenging and rewarding to explore
new places. You are acutely aware that you can run into
trouble any time. But the rewards of overcoming trou-
ble are sweet like a song.

**
I have published a number of articles in the Post-
Gazette, and I have come across an unusual reader
(Bill, I hope you are reading this). He has been quite a
critic of my write-ups: exhorting, condemning and at
times suggesting story ideas. I call people like Bill
"familiar strangers;" they pop up on the Internet, never
revealing their true identities.

I've met all sorts of people in Pittsburgh.
Coming from the country that hosts the highest moun-
tain in the world, it turned out, was not always easy.
You have to walk tall.
I'm often asked if I've climbed Mt. Everest. I offer a
polite no.

I did grow up in the foothills of the Himalayas,
and the glistening mountain played a backdrop for my
childhood. But life was tough. It is not easy to appreci-
ate beauty when you are rubbing shoulders with pover-
ty and hardship, when you belong to the tumult and
deprivation that is today's Nepal.

**
A local physician and philanthropist mailed me, asking
for some unusual assistance. He wanted me to help him
gauge the credibility of a nonprofit group working for
the street children in Nepal. In Nepal, many of the so-
called nonprofit organizations, channeling foreign 
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aid, make the biggest profits. I promised that I could
help after I return home to see what the group is actu-
ally accomplishing.

The other day at a library talk I gave on Nepal,
I was asked by an elderly lady if kids ever go to school
in Nepal. I was living proof of that. But some miscon-
ceptions about faraway lands never seem to diminish.

Deepak Adhikari in Pittsburgh

During my time in Pittsburgh, from 8,000 miles away I
saw my country descend into chaos. I left a monarchy
and will return to a constitutional republic without a
constitution. It took three months for the elected mem-
bers of the constituent assembly just to pick a presi-
dent.

Still, it was a thrill to see on the Post-Gazette
international page -- my favorite -- a picture of Ram

Baran Yadav, a physician from a farming family in the
southern plains, as he was installed as the first elected
president of the Republic of Nepal.

Gradually, Nepal seems to be making headway
as it forms a new government, but the process is often
frustrating. I remain an optimist, which is not always
easy.

Recently, when I spoke with my father, a
schoolteacher in Phidim, he asked me what I was
bringing home. What came to my mind first was:
knowledge. And, of course, experience.

Living in Pittsburgh and working with the best
people in the news business has been remarkable. I
shall cherish this sojourn always. Thank you,
Pittsburgh.
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Why study in Finland: RAMK, SAMK,
and PBL

Irina Khramtsova, Ed. D.
Associate Professor of Psychology
Arkansas State University (USA)

In September 2011, I visited two universities in Finland
as part of Magellan faculty exchange: Rovaniemi
University of Applied Sciences in Pori (RAMK) and
Satakunta University of Applied Sciences in Pori and
Rauma (SAMK).  It was such a wonderful and reward-
ing trip that I decided to share my experience with stu-
dents to encourage them to study abroad. 

Arkansas State University is a member of
Magellan Exchange Program (http://www.magellanex-
change.org/). The mission of this program is “to provide
opportunities for students and faculty to have an afford-
able educational and cultural immersion experience.”  I
decided to apply for this exchange to foster my profes-
sional development and to establish new contacts for
cross-cultural collaboration in my area of research.

There are currently about 20 member institutions in the
program from 11 countries outside of the USA.  One of
the reasons that I chose Finland is because I teach posi-
tive psychology and Northern European countries are
among the happiest places in the world.  The most
recent studies of psychological, social, and economic

well-being put Finland
close to the top of the
list. It boasts an excel-
lent education system
and social services, high
living standards, boom-
ing industry, and low
crime and corruption
rates. It is sparsely popu-
lated and offers breath-

taking forests, lakes, and rivers for hiking, trekking, or
canoeing.
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